BEST PAPER AWARD

[ICAE 372] Ultrafast Lithium Migration in Surface Modified LiFePO₄ by Heterogeneous Doping
Stefan ADAMS

BEST PAPER AWARD
FINALISTS

[ICAE 033] Energy Efficient Novel Stacked Polychromatic Light-emitting Diodes

[ICAE 236] Singapore’s Zero-Energy Building’s Daylight Monitoring System
Lars O. GROBE, Stephen WITTKOPF, Anupama PANDEY, YANG Xiaoming, ANG Kian Seng, Jean-Louis SCARTEZZINI, Stephen SELKOWITZ

BEST PAPER AWARD (STUDENT)

[ICAE 113] Life-cycle Energy Consumption and GHG Emission Intensities of Alternative Vehicle Fuels in China
Xunmin OU, Xiaoyu YAN, Xiliang ZHANG, Zhen LIU

BEST PAPER AWARD (STUDENT)
FINALISTS

[ICAE 228] Estimation of Changes in Residential Sector Air Conditioning Requirements
Kevin K.W. Wan, Joseph C. Lam, Danny H.W. Li

[ICAE 366] Stable Dye-sensitized Solar Cells with Nonionic Surfactants in Electrolyte Solvent
Swee Jen CHO, Jianyong OUYANG